
APPRECIATION OF 
POETRY

“True ease in writing comes from art, not chance,
 As those move easiest who have learned to dance.”
       - Alexander Pope, Sound and Sense



GENERIC CONSIDERATIONS

Poetry is, more than anything else, the art of the spoken 
word

While some considerations (imagery/symbolism, theme, 
tone) are universal, the poetry critic must also address 
concerns that are unique to poetry:

rhythm/cadence/metre

‘musicality’

euphony or cacophony?

to understand poetry is to understand the aesthetics of 
sound



SOUND

'Sound patterns' are not restricted to end-rhymes: they encompass 
assonance, alliteration, half-rhyme, etc

"sinuous, continuous"

"hands calling to the half-forgotten hum, hunger..."

the poem is lyrical (song-like), its patterns creating strong 
coherence within the lines themselves

This euphonious harmony emphasises one of the most recurrent 
images of the poem (that of music), which in turn reinforces its 
theme (of connections extending beyond physical space)



SENSE

Unlike a novel or play, which is likely to involve multiple interwoven motifs 
that recur throughout, a short poem with a clear motif is clearly written 
around that motif

Identifying the central image or idea of a poem is important to expediting 
the analytical process: your analysis of techniques should also refer back to 
this main meaning

What is the most striking feature of the poem? Try to identify at least one of 
each

a feeling/mood/sentiment?
an image/symbol?
an argument/theme?



Mood
Boey's tone is bittersweet and 
nostalgic, mellow and 
melancholy

Technique
I responded most readily to the 
techniques of symbolism, 
imagery, and sound-patterning

Theme
The poem seems to be a 
meditation on the status of an 
individual far from home



ANALYSIS - MOOD
"Boey's tone is bittersweet and nostalgic, mellow and melancholy"

bittersweet (juxtaposition)

the infirmity of the "neon calligraphy's... quavering script" vs 
the "warm sheen" and energetic "slaps and pummels" of the 
noodle-maker

the memory of Grandmother's "slightly sweetened noodles" 
embittered by the revelation that "the family dispersed"

nostalgia, melancholy

mentions of "the country left behind", a "hunger for what is 
gone"

mellow



As previously pointed-out, the idea of sound-patterning reinforcing the 
constant references to music:

"a stave of floury silent music", "edible songlines", "half-forgotten hum"; 
"a music deep beneath the murmur of traffic, beyond the fusillade of a 
siren" - a music discovered behind the veneer of everyday noise

music is of course symbolic of harmony, pleasure, beauty

by comparing the art of the la mian maker to a kind of music, what 
effect does he achieve re: the supposedly-humble activity of noodle-
making?

by celebrating the quotidian, he enables an everyday activity to have 
symbolic value, which enables it to act as a bridge to his past, "wherever 
home is the noodles stretch"

ANALYSIS - 
TECHNIQUE



keep an eye out for unusual uses of language!

check out the phrase "quavering script". What's unusual 
about it?

'script' or written text is primarily something that we see

on the other hand, 'quavering' is a quality we attribute to 
sound: sound that is wavering, weak, waning

by attributing the quality of "quavering" to the "script" of 
"neon calligraphy", Boey transforms a visual image to an 
audial one;

we may refer to this effect as synaesthetic



the individual far from home, but still connected

"you stand islanded"

this is extremely unusual use of language: the noun of 'island' has been 
used as a verb, to indicate the level of isolation experienced by the 
persona

what happened to 'no man is an island'?

"the bewitching hour"

the witching hour -- midnight -- is a time of transition, of change from 
day to night, from one day to the next

by stranding the persona in this midnight hour, the poet raises our 
awareness that he is in a liminal space

ANALYSIS - THEME



the 'in-between-ness', or liminal nature, of the persona has clear ties 
to the concerns of a paper about the individual and society:

by employing such techniques to alienate, to make strange and 
unfamiliar, the character and his surroundings, the poet draws 
attention to how he is a foreigner and doesn't belong in that society

the reminiscence of home further emphasises a feeling of loneliness 
and abandonment

however, the poem is still optimistic, looking for "beginnings" in a 
bowl of noodles:

his new society is still linked to his home and his past, and by 
celebrating his past and his heritage, he can have a fresh start in a 
new environment


